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BEHANA GORGE, ALOOMBA

ACTIVITIES &
TEAMBUILDING
Nature is the star of the show in Cairns & Great Barrier Reef and its diversity
offers endless opportunities for delegates to mix business with pleasure.
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NUDEY BEACH, FITZROY ISLAND, CAIRNS

REEF TRIPS &
WATE R ACT I VITIES
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BAC K C OUN TRY BLISS – RIVER D R I F T S N O R K E L L I N G
Location: Mossman
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 20 minutes
Capacity: 12 per tour, staggered tours
A water experience like no other, River Drift Snorkelling by Back Country Bliss offers a unique way to
explore the rainforest and Mossman River. Wet suit up and slap on a snorkel before drifting gently
along with the river’s current on your own river raft, seeing plenty of freshwater fish, water dragons
and the occasional turtle through this crystal-clear oasis. This unique and intimate experience is the
perfect way explore deep into the rainforest, see things through a different lens and stay cool in the
sunny, warm tropics.
Contact: Jason Heffernan
E: sales@backcountrybliss.com.au
backcountrybliss.com.au
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BAD FISHY
Location: Cairns
Distance from Cairns: within CBD
Capacity: 14 per tour
It’s wet, wild and loads of fun. Hold on tight on this amazing 35-minute jet boat ride in Cairns. This
roller-coast on water will take you through a series of extreme and thrilling speeds, spins and slides.
With some heart-pounding excitement also comes the opportunity to learn about the region as your
experienced captain provides interesting commentary about the beautiful sights of Trinity Inlet. Also
available for charter.
Contact: Nikki Giumelli
E: nikki@badfishy.com.au
badfishy.com.au
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CAIR NS R EEF FISHING AUSTRA L I A
Location: Cairns
Distance from Cairns: departs within CBD
Capacity: 8, 12 & 15, 3 boats available
With years of commercial and offshore deep-sea charter fishing and diving experience behind the
crew, they know where the fish are and will give you the best chance of landing your very own prize
catch. A variety of fishing methods and equipment are used including trolling, live bait fishing, bottom
fishing and drift fishing. Available for charter.
Contact: Annika Kelly
E: info@fishcairns.com.au
cairnsreeffishing.com.au
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CAIR NS WAKE PARK
Location: Cairns
Distance from Cairns: 15 minutes
Capacity: TBA
Tropical North Queensland’s one and only cable water ski park offers a watersport experience suitable
for all experience levels. All equipment is provided, including jackets and helmets, and delegates can
choose from a range of rides from kneeboards to wakeboards. For those wanting something a little
slower, the adjoining Aqua Park provides an inflatable obstacle and adventure course that is perfect
for a fun teambuilding activity where your delegates can put their balance to the test and cool off safely
in the fresh water lake.
Contact: Clayton Dunn
E: info@cableskicairns.com.au
cairnswakepark.com
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DAINT R EE RIVER CRUISE CENT R E
Location: Daintree
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 40 minutes
Capacity: 30 per tour
Choose from a 1 or 1.5 hour cruise from exclusive pontoons situated on privately owned property in the
Daintree. Discover ancient plants, meet wild animals native to the area and explore the private grounds.
You will also be treated to complimentary morning or afternoon tea. Available for private charter.
Contact: Kianna Laferty
E: info@daintreerivercruisecentre.com.au
daintreerivercruisecentre.com.au
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DR EAMT IM E DIVE & SNO RKEL
Location: Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 65
Dreamtime Dive & Snorkel is an educational experience with cultural interpretations from Dreamtime
Indigenous Rangers that integrate the most stunning sites on the Great Barrier Reef. A day on Dreamtime
includes an Indigenous welcome and acknowledgement, Great Barrier Reef creation story, visiting two
premium outer reef sites, morning and afternoon tea, marine biologist presentation, glass-bottom boat
tour, diving and snorkelling activities and a freshly prepared buffet lunch. For that VIP experience, add on
a scenic heli flight.
Contact: Dan Gabbert
E: d.gabbert@experienceco.com
dreamtimedive.com
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DUNK ISL AND – M ISSIO N BEAC H WAT E R TA X I TOUR
Location: Mission Beach
Distance from Cairns: 2 hours, 15 minutes
Capacity: TBA
Dunk Island offers delegates beautiful walking tracks, breathtaking scenery, stunning views, great
snorkelling and excellent camping facilities. The Mission Beach Dunk Island Water Taxi offers transfers
daily. A short 10-minute ride in their fully enclosed 10 metre vessel, over the azure blue waters of the
Coral Sea and you can sink your feet into the sand and enjoy this remarkable island for the day. Also on
offer is Fozzy’s 3-hour, 3 Island Tour which meanders past three of the Family Group Islands including
famous Bedarra Island with onboard commentary and a swim on a private secluded beach. Three hours
of fun and relaxation whilst enjoying a bit of history for which these islands are famous.
Contact: Nancy Lowe
E: info@missionbeachwatertaxi.com
missionbeachwatertaxi.com
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F IT ZR OY ISLAND ADVENTU RES
Location: Fitzroy Island
Distance from Cairns: departs within CBD
Capacity: 1000, multiple boats
Fitzroy Island is an unspoilt tropical paradise of rainforest and beaches within the calm sheltered waters
of the Great Barrier Reef. Discover spectacular walking trails, abundant marine life and local wildlife.
Activities available – snorkel, scuba dive, kayaks, stand-up paddle boards, turtle rehabilitation centre
tours, glass bottom boat tour, and rainforest walks. An island experience is ideal for groups who are
looking for a range of water and land-based activities.
Contact: Dan Gabbert
E: d.gabbert@experienceco.com
fitzroyislandadventures.com
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F RANK L AND ISLANDS REEF CRUI SE S
Location: Frankland Islands, Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 100
The Frankland Islands are an uninhabited pristine archipelago located 10 kilometre offshore and
surrounded by healthy fringing reefs and marine life. While camping is allowed on one island, Frankland
Islands Reef Cruises is the only company to hold a permit to visit Normanby Island, making the tour an
exclusive day option. Your delegates are collected from their hotels or CBD point for a 45-minute
air-conditioned transfer before boarding the cruise that follows the Mulgrave River spilling out into
the Coral Sea and crossing to Frankland Islands. Island activities are available, including snorkel, scuba,
semi-sub, paddleboards, clear kayaks and Sea-Doo scooter.
Contact: Kath Cutler
E: kath@entradatravelgroup.com
franklandislands.com.au
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GR EAT ADV ENTU RES
Location: Green Island & Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 280
Hop aboard your high speed, comfortable catamaran from the Cairns Marina to be whisked away to
some of the most scenic sections of the outer reaches of the Great Barrier Reef and the beautiful
rainforest-clad Green Island. Travel to a pontoon, ideal for a range of swimming abilities or spend your
days on Green Island, a coral cay ideal for groups that are looking for a range of water and land-based
activities. Extra activities available – reef tours, underwater observatory, helicopter tours, island dining
experience. Available for charter.
Contact: Adam Maroske
E: adam@quicksilvergroup.com.au
greatadventures.com.au
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OC E AN SP IRIT

Not currently operating

Location: Michaelmas Cay & Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: cruise transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 140
Sail and explore Michaelmas Cay in the heart of the Great Barrier Reef with Ocean Spirit. This magical
reef sandy island is home to an abundance of life from sea birds, to turtles and hundreds of species
of fish. Swim, snorkel and dive in the clear turquoise waters of one of the great Wonders of the World.
Available for charter.
Contact: Adam Maroske
E: adam@quicksilvergroup.com.au
oceanspirit.com.au
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P OSEIDON O U TER REEF CRU ISE S

Not currently operating

Location: Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs from Port Douglas, 1 hour 15 minutes
Capacity: 80
Visit a selection of three different and unique reef destinations out of 30 spectacular sights along the
Agincourt Ribbon Reef and Escape Reef. Poseidon offers personalised dive and snorkel adventures
catering to all skill levels for smaller groups, ensuring personalised service and attention to detail, plus
the priceless opportunity to swim with Dwarf Minke Whales in open ocean. Available for charter
Contact: Adam Maroske
E: adam@quicksilvergroup.com.au
poseidon-cruises.com.au
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QUIC KSILV ER CRU ISES
Location: Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 430
Adventure out to the very edge of Australia’s Continental Shelf aboard Quicksilver’s fleet of wave-piercing
catamarans and sailing boats to a unique underwater world of colour and brilliance. The pontoon
experience is ideal for groups with a range of swimming abilities. Activities available – swim, snorkel,
scuba dive, fish feeding, underwater observatory, semi-submarine tours, helicopter tours, pontoon or
island dining experiences. Available for charter.
Contact: Adam Maroske
E: adam@quicksilvergroup.com.au
quicksilver-cruises.com
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CREATE
GREAT
LEAVE
GREATER
Choose your own adventure in the oldest
rainforest, explore the largest coral reef,
learn from two Indigenous cultures.
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R E E F MAGIC CRU ISES
Location: Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 250
Whether you’re looking for a one-of-a-kind underwater experience or simply wish to relax amongst the
kaleidoscope of colour that is the Great Barrier Reef, Reef Magic Cruises has options to suit every need
with included buffet hot and cold lunch. This pontoon experience is ideal for groups with a range of
swimming abilities. Activities available – snorkel, scuba dive, helmet dive, guided tours, semi-submarine
tours, glass bottom boat tours, helicopter tours, fish feeding, underwater observatory, on-board massage
therapy. Available for charter.
Contact: Dan Gabbert
E: d.gabbert@experienceco.com
reefmagiccruises.com
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S UNLOV ER REEF CRU ISES
Location: Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 322 Moore Reef/282 Arlington Reef
Let Sunlover Reef Cruises take you to discover the Great Barrier Reef from the comfort of their stateof-the-art pontoons nestled in pristine reef locations, providing all equipment required to explore the
incredible marine life and coral. You can even spend a night on the reef with Sunlover by Starlight.
Activities available – snorkel, scuba dive, helmet dive, marine presentations, glass bottom boat tours,
helicopter tours, Sunlover by Starlight.
Contact: Amy Davis
E: sales@sunlover.com.au
sunlover.com.au
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T USA DIV E
Location: Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 60
Equipped with a crew of specialist snorkel and diving instructors, this expert team will whisk you away
from the crowds to a selection of 16 unique, outer Great Barrier Reef locations to get you up close and
personal with the marine life and stunning coral. Tours cater to swimmers, snorkellers, those wanting to
try an introductory dive and certified scuba divers of all levels. Available for charter.
Contact: Kath Cutler
E: kath@diversden.com.au
tusadive.com
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WAV E DAN CER LOW ISLES
Location: Great Barrier Reed
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs from Port Douglas, 1 hour 15 minutes
Capacity: 150
Set sail upon a 30 metre luxury catamaran sailing boat towards the secluded Great Barrier Reef island
of your dreams – Low Isles. Relax on white sand beaches, slip into the calm lagoon of crystal-clear water
and explore the colourful coral and friendly marine life in the surrounding reef with a snorkel. A tropical
buffet lunch is served onboard. Available for charter.
Contact: Adam Maroske
E: adam@quicksilvergroup.com.au
wavedancerlowisles.com
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WHIT E WATER RAFTING – CAIR N S A DVE N T UR E GR OUP
Location: Barron River and Russell River
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 150
Dive head-first into nature with a heart-pumping, action packed rafting experience. Choose from full or
half day experiences and different levels. All tours include snacks or lunch and are suitable for group
adventures, with accommodation transfers available.
Contact: Sophie Hamilton
E: sophie@cairnsadventuregroup.com.au
cairnsadventuregroup.com.au
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AUSTRALIAN ARMOUR & ARTILLE R Y M USE UM
Location: Cairns
Distance from Cairns: 15 minutes
Capacity: Open
This new attraction is the largest museum of its kind in the Southern Hemisphere and displays a
collection of over 3000m2 of gear and 150 Australian armoured vehicles and artillery, ranging from the
1800s to the present day. Activities available include armoured vehicle rides, a shooting gallery, and
exhibition hall (available as an offsite venue for events with a difference).
Contact: Dennis Tocock
E: dt@ausarmour.com
ausarmour.com
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AUSTRALIAN BUTTERFLY SANCTUA R Y
Location: Kuranda
Distance from Cairns: 45 minutes
Capacity: Open
The Australian Butterfly Sanctuary is the largest butterfly aviary and exhibit in the southern hemisphere,
home to over 2,000 magnificent tropical butterflies, including local rainforest species, the electric blue
Ulysses and the Cairns birdwing. Learn all about many majestic breeds of butterflies, myths and legends,
egg laying and cocoons, nectars and moths through the wide range of exhibits, museums and immersive
labratory experiences.
Contact: Darlene Woodward
E: events@capta.com.au
australianbutterflies.com
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BAL LY HOOLEY RAIL
Location: Port Douglas
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 15 minutes
Capacity: Closed
The historic Bally Hooley rail takes you on a sight-seeing journey through Port Douglas stopping at the
waterfront café, Choo Choo’s at the Marina. This iconic steam engine has been refurbished and can be
used for groups to see the sights of Port Douglas or transfer to and from other parts of the town. The
train travels to Marina Station (Choo Choo’s), Mirage Country Club Station (across from Sheraton Grand
Mirage Resort Port Douglas), Oaks Resort Station (at Oaks Resort) and St. Crispin’s Station (another café
hotspot). Available for charter.
Contact: Taylor Biddlecombe
E: sales@ballyhooleyrail.com.au
ballyhooleyrail.com.au
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B IR DWOR L D KU RANDA
Location: Kuranda
Distance from Cairns: 45 minutes
Capacity: Open
Join the birds in their beautiful rainforest habitat at Birdworld Kuranda where you’ll find some of
Australia’s most precious and beautiful birds freely flying and roaming around you. From the brilliant
Amazonian macaws to the mighty Cassowary, don’t be surprised if you find a feathered friend taking a
ride on your shoulder in this naturally landscaped environment with waterfalls, ponds, plus exotic and
native pants. This unique rainforest immersion exhibit is a bird lovers paradise.
Contact: Angela Freeman
E: angela@wildlifetnq.com
birdworldkuranda.com
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B R E T T ’S OUTBACK TASTING ADVE NT UR E S CA I R NS
Location: Cairns, Port Douglas and Tablelands
Distance from Cairns: pickup within CBD and Port Douglas
Capacity: 20 with coach included/40 without coach included
This tour gives you the opportunity to experience the tastes of the tropics with no fuss. You’ll be treated
to the best local produce including wine, beers, spirits, cheese, coffee, chocolate and tropical fruit, plus
traditional Australian specialties such as Indigenous damper and jams. Departing daily from Cairns and
Port Douglas this tour can be personalised to the interest of your delegates – incorporating any activity
across the Atherton Tablelands upon request.
Contact: Andrea Cameron
E: info@cairnsfoodwinetours.com.au
cairnsfoodwinetours.com.au
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CAIR NS ADVENTURE G ROUP
Location: various
Distance from Cairns: transfers depart from CBD
Capacity: various
Cairns Adventure Group makes memories through adventurous exploration of the natural world
around us. Here in Tropical North Queensland, that world just happens to include World Heritage listed
rainforest, ancient plants and animals, tumbling waterfalls, mighty gorges and amazing white water
rivers which provide rapids, pools and gentle swimming spots. Their tours include: Tablelands Waterfalls,
Barron River Rafting, Russell River Rafting, Rainforest Day or Overnight Tours, and rainforest Tubing.
Contact: Peta Zietsch
E: peta@cairnsadventuregroup.com.au
cairnsadventuregroup.com.au
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CAIR NS AQUARIUM
Location: Cairns
Distance from Cairns: within CBD
Capacity: Open
Every day at Cairns Aquarium they provide visitors with guaranteed interaction with some of the rarest
and most elusive animals on earth. The incredible biodiversity of the two adjoining World Heritage
listed areas, the Wet Tropics and the Great Barrier Reef provides the cast for a show stopping spectacle
of colour, shape and movement that you will never see in another single location anywhere else in
the world. Over 16,000 animals from 10 different ecosystems and 71 habitats across Tropical North
Queensland are less than a hand span away and their ever-changing activities and behaviours will keep
you mesmerised every time you visit.
Contact: Virginia Edwards
E: vedwards@cairnsaquarium.com.au
cairnsaquarium.com.au
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CAIR NS ZOO M & WILD LIFE D OM E
Location: Cairns
Distance from Cairns: within CBD
Capacity: 180 in Dome
Perched atop the Pullman Reef Hotel Casino in Cairns CBD is an adventure experience packed with
adrenaline and wildlife. The versatile Dome has a commando rope climb course, outer Dome climb,
slackline tightrope, free fall adventure and three separate zip lines. If your delegates prefer to keep their
feet on the ground, explore the wildlife park below that includes some of Australia’s most iconic wildlife,
including a 4 metre crocodile.
Contact: Kate Moore
E: events@capta.com.au
cairnszoom.com.au
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HART L EY’S CRO CO D ILE ADVENT UR E S
Location: Wangetti Beach
Distance from Cairns: 40 minutes
Capacity: Open
Over 2,100 metres of timber boardwalks and pathways lead you on a journey of discovery through
woodlands and rainforest where you can see an array of wildlife. For something special, request a
spotlight boat tour through the crocodile infected lagoon, exclusive photo opportunities with the
wildlife or a feeding demonstration. This large park offers many different venue options including
main deck area overlooking a croc-infested lagoon or Savannah area surrounded by free-roaming
kangaroos to give your delegates a quintessential Aussie adventure experience without compromising
on quality service and catering.
Contact: Angela Freeman
E: sales@crocodileadventures.com.au
crocodileadventures.com.au
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HOT AIR CAIRNS
Location: Cairns and Atherton Tablelands
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD
Capacity: 220, staggered start times for groups
It’s an early wake up but the view is worth it. Experience a tropical sunrise from high above the ground
in the comfort of a spacious viewing basket suspended from a magnificent hot air balloon – a memory
you will always cherish and a view you can’t beat. Departing daily (weather permitting) from Cairns,
Palm Cove, and Port Douglas, Tablelands, this experience is perfect for groups that want a once in a
lifetime experience.
Contact: Andrew Steel
E: andrew@hotair.com.au
hotair.com.au
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K URANDA S CENIC RAILWAY
Location: Cairns and Kuranda
Distance from Cairns: stations within CBD, Freshwater (15 minutes) or Kuranda (40 minutes)
Capacity: 500
Experience the World Heritage listed rainforest and Wet Tropics first-hand with a unique, scenic railway
adventure. This winding journey departing Cairns travels up through the rainforest-clad mountain ranges,
passing spectacular waterfalls and great Barron Gorge, finishing at the quirky village of Kuranda that’s
perched atop the Kuranda Range. The train can be taken as a round-trip or you can choose from a
one-way adventure departing Cairns in the morning or Kuranda in the afternoon. Available for charter,
maximum 500.
Contact: Ivana Andacic-Tong
E: ivana.andecic@qr.com.au
ksr.com.au
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K URANDA KOALA GARD ENS
Location: Kuranda
Distance from Cairns: 45 minutes
Capacity: Open
Situated in the heart of Kuranda, the Kuranda Koala Gardens gives you the opportunity to see some of
Australia’s most unique wildlife up close, including freshwater crocodiles, kangaroos, wallabies, snakes,
wombats, reptiles and, of course, koalas. Your group’s next visit to Kuranda isn’t complete without seeing
Australia’s most cute and cuddly marsupials, and a koala photo.
Contact: Angela Freeman
E: angela@wildlifetnq.com
koalagardens.com
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K UR-C OW BARNWELL FARM
Location: Kuranda
Distance from Cairns: 45 minutes
Capacity: Open
KUR-Cow Barnwell Farm, a working cattle station covering 626 hectares of farmland and surrounded
by tropical rainforest. Providing the ultimate farm experience, delegates can to hand feed cattle, ride
ATV’s, watch experienced riders demonstrate technical Western horse riding styles, interact with the
mini animal farm, have a go riding saddleback and enjoy the premium KUR-Cow pasture fed and Wagyu
steaks overlooking a picturesque mountain range. Make sure to bring your Akubra.
Contact: John Riordian (JR)
E: info@kurcowfarm.com.au
kurcowfarm.com.au
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MAMU T R O PICAL SKY WALK
Location: Innisfail
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 30 minutes
Capacity: Open
Take a walk in the clouds through elevated walkways, a cantilever and observation tower that offers
panoramic views of the World Heritage-listed rainforest and Wooroonoon National Park. High in the
rainforest canopy, Mamu Tropical Skywalk allows delegates to explore every inch of the rainforest, from
the forest floor to the canopies and valleys. Enjoy a leisurely stroll on the walkway as your guided audio
teaches you about nearby plants, insects and birds, with plenty of time to take in the sweeping vistas and
rich culture of the area.
Contact: Luke Evans
E: luke@paronellapark.com.au
mamutropicalskywalk.com.au
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MOSSMAN G O RG E CENTRE
Location: Mossman
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 20 minutes
Capacity: 20 per Dreamtime Walk, staggered start times for groups
Explore the beauty of the pristine rainforest, cool streams, towering mountains and the dramatic gorge
with guided knowledge from the local KuKu Yalanji people. The Centre offers guided or self-guided walks,
half day tours and the Dreamtime Walk, where your delegates will be treated to a traditional ‘smoking’
ceremony, ancient knowledge of plant uses, bush food sources and ochre painting and get to see the
magnificent Mossman Gorge, finished of with a treat of traditional bush tea and Indigenous damper.
Contact: Kathy Majetic
E: kathy.majetic@voyages.com.au
mossmangorge.com.au
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NAUT ILUS AVIATIO N
Location: Cairns & Great Barrier Reef
Distance from Cairns: departs from within CBD or Cairns Airport
Capacity: 2-12
Nautilus Aviation offers a variety of aviation services, including commercial services, corporate charters,
scenic flights and memorable experiences. These experiences can be tailored to suit any need and are
offered in a variety of languages including English, Chinese, Japanese and Korean. Nautilus Aviation also
offers an exclusive HeliFish tour that offers full-day fishing adventures flying over impressive landscapes
to target anything from the mighty barramundi, mangrove jack and salmon to giant trevally, mackeral and
coral trout.
Contact: Adam Letson
E: adam@nautilusaviation.com.au
nautilusaviation.com.au
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PARONELLA PARK
Location: Mena Creek
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 30 minutes
Capacity: Open
This castle relic is unlike anything you’ve ever experienced before. Rich with local history and iconic
to the region, Paronella Park’s captivating castle and rainforest charm will be a place your delegates
will remember for a lifetime. Meet the local owners and learn about their partnership with the castle’s
original ancestors, how it stands up against natural weather and wander the magical grounds as the sun
sets. After dark, the castle comes to life with beautiful lights.
Contact: Bridget Evans
E: bridget@paronellapark.com.au
paronellapark.com.au
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RAINFOR ESTATION NATURE PAR K
Location: Kuranda
Distance from Cairns: 40 minutes
Capacity: Open
Set amongst pristine World Heritage Rainforest, Rainforestation is a major Tropical North Queensland
tourist attraction combining an iconic Australian wildlife park, authentic Indigenous cultural performances
with the Pamagirri Aboriginal Experience and rainforest viewing from an authentic World War II Army
Duck. The Pamagirri Aboriginal Experience offers an authentic insight into Australian Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander culture – a traditional dance performance depicting aspects of Indigenous culture
including animals, food gathering and hunting. Try your hand at boomerang throwing, observe spearthrowing and hear your Pamagirri Guide play the didgeridoo, an ancient instrument.
Contact: Kate Moore
E: events@capta.com.au
rainforest.com.au
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S K YDIV E AU STRALIA
Location: Cairns and Mission Beach
Distance from Cairns: transfer departs within CBD or Mission Beach (2 hours 30 minutes)
Capacity: TBA
Skydive Cairns gives your delegates the ultimate experience to see the Great Barrier Reef from over
15,000 feet in the air. The warm tropical climate provides the perfect tandem skydive experience and
spectacular views of Cairns or Mission Beach and the World Heritage-Listed areas, the Great Barrier Reef
and Wet Tropics Rainforest. With guaranteed high levels of safety and service and a breathtaking drop
location, this adrenaline packed experience will push thrill seekers to the edge and leave them with an
experience they’ll remember forever.
Contact: Dan Gabbert
E: d.gabbert@experienceco.com
skydive.com.au/mission-beach
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S K YPAR K BY AJ HACKETT CAIRN S
Location: Smithfield
Distance from Cairns: 25 minutes
Capacity: 524
Hidden in the lush Cairns rainforest is a thrilling adventure that will push your delegates' limits and defy
gravity. Choose from the bungy jump menu offering 16 different jump styles or fly high through the
treetops at 120km/h strapped into the world’s fastest jungle swing. For those delegates that prefer to
keep their feet on the ground, the undercover Skypark main building provides the perfect viewing spot
to watch others take the plunge and relax with a fully-equipped bar, kitchen and seating area.
Contact: Lauren Ralph
E: cairns.functions@ajhackett.com
ajhackett.com/cairns/venue-hire
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S K YRAIL RAINFO REST CABLEWAY
Location: Smithfield
Distance from Cairns: 15 minutes
Capacity: 6 per Gondola, up to 2500 per day
The iconic Skyrail Rainforest Cableway provides delegates with the opportunity to discover Queensland’s
Wet Tropics World Heritage Area, home to the world’s oldest continually surviving tropical rainforest.
Skyrail is a premier experience offering an engaging insight into the wonders of this living museum via an
interpretive app, ranger guided tours, the Rainforest Discovery Zone, CSIRO Interpretation Centre and
The Edge lookout with its uninterrupted views of the mighty Barron Gorge and Falls.
Contact: Monika Bolton
E: sales.manager@skyrail.com.au
skyrail.com.au
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UNDARA E XPERIENCE
Location: Undara
Distance from Cairns: 3 hours 30 minutes
Capacity: TBA
Set in the Gulf Savannah country, Undara Experience is an ancient and alluring geological wonder with
a rich history of volcanic and environmental history. The locally owned and operated luxury Undara
Experience pairs abundant wildlife, true Aussie hospitality, historic accommodation and five-star comforts
with the rolling savannah plains and ancient lava tubes. The tubes were created when the Undara
volcano erupted 190,000 years ago, pouring out enough lava to fill Sydney Harbour three times over.
They remain the longest of its kind.
Contact: Bram Collins
E: bram@undara.com.au
undara.com.au
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WAL K AB OUT CULTURAL ADVENT UR E S
Location: Mossman and Daintree
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 30 minutes
Capacity: 11 per tour
Experience a full or half day adventure in the Port Douglas Daintree region with your knowledgeable
Indigenous guide. Explore the only place where two World Heritage sites meet and share the connection
the people have with their land while learning about the environment, bush foods and ancient medicine.
This incredibly intimate tour gives your delegates the opportunity to learn about the history of the region
first-hand from a local Indigenous guide, swim in freshwater streams, enjoy rainforest walks, sample
bushtucker and have a go at catching your own wild mud crab using traditional hunting techniques.
Contact: Juan Walker
E: juan@walkaboutadventures.com.au
walkaboutadventures.com.au
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WIL DL IFE HABITAT PO RT D O U GLAS
Location: Port Douglas
Distance from Cairns: 1 hour 15 minutes
Capacity: 600 per day
Cuddle a koala, handfeed kangaroos and meet pythons, crocodiles and a variety of amazing birds in this
interactive immersion exhibit. Whether you wish to have breakfast with the birds, lunch with the lorikeets,
a ‘Wildnight’ noctural adventure your own private tour, this lively location will allow you to enjoy the
Australian wildlife up close and personal.
Contact: Kate Moore
E: events@capta.com.au
wildlifehabitat.com.au
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MOSSMAN RIVER, PORT DOUGLAS
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DEST INAT ION CAIRNS M ARKETI N G
Destination Cairns Marketing (DCM) is a Cairns owned and operated destination management company,
established in 1986 and operates a network of 130 tour desks and information centres throughout
Tropical North Queensland. This network of resources ensures clients receive the ultimate service
possible. They work with organisers to bring together all the local expertise and management functions
required to make your event a great success.
Contact: Nathalie Raben
E: dcm@destinationcairns.com.au
destinationcairns.com.au
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MANAGING AU STRALIAN DESTINAT I ONS
Working with corporate, business, and special interest groups Australia wide, Managing Australian
Destinations creates spectacular events and develops extraordinary experiences taking enormous pride
in helping clients reach goals and exceeding expectations. They offer ground support for any event that
you would like to organise. Whether it is a team building activity, exclusive touring, or gala dinner, they
can cater to any special requirements.
Contact: Byron Kurth
E: byron@m-a-d.com.au
m-a-d.com.au
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